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1"LEVIICIVIT¢ TENSOR
J

AND IDENTITIES IN VECTOR ANALYSIS

1. INTRODUCTION

VectOr analysis plays a key .r le in-many.branches

' .bf.engineering and physical sciendes. in electromagnetic
theory and in fluid mechanics, fOr example,. we Often use

55 .

vector identities such'as-
.

(B. -6) = (11.6)11

aid vector field identities such: as 41e.

'

-+V x (V x -0 = V (i-ii) - V
2u.

1,

In many textbooks on vector analysis and physics,

prohs Of identities are either very difficult or simply
omitted. This situation is also encountered-when we
learn qutntum''field.theory, where four-diMensional

vectors appear.- The problem is not that we are unable to

learn the identity itself,bejause'we can always accept

the result without-proof; the more gerieus,consequence

is an inability to derive a new result when the need
,arses': '

In this unit we study a systematic ;fay to derive

these identities, and we establish "machinery% that makes

such derivation a routine task. Three-dimensional-

vectors and vector fields are studies in detail:, and a

brief indication of the extension to foUr dimensions is

alsotincluded-,

We note that this-is.not an "applications unit";

the .primary objective. is to prOvide science, engineering

and mathematics students lath a poWerful means of

deriving vector and vector field identities. The skills
that you lain should he valuable to you in the practice

of applied mathemStics..

6
t 1

2, THE KRONECKER-6*
7:1

We consider three-dimensional vectors in the

rectangular xyz-coordinate systtm. Let us denote the

unit vectors along the coordinate axes by e2,e3.
(These vectors are often Denoted by i, j, k, respectiwely.)

Then, any vector A = (A1,A2,A3) may. he, expressed as

4

,

3
(2.1). A ..Alei A,e,A ..A3e3 A.t

.-
. The vectors ei, i = 1,2,3, ,o11- have length one,

and they are pairwise orthogonal., These properties c,11

be expressed in terms of the scalar (or dot) product, as
follows: for i,j = we have -

0, if i-/
e.e

j
=

1, if i = j,

The right'lballd side of Equation 42.2) can be writte4....._

in more convenient. form by means -of he Kronecker=6. -

This useful - device is a KnCtion which is' defined on two

indices 1,j by the formula.

(2.2)

0,. if i t j; 'S
(2.3)

.
6.. =

i j"., =, .if

.
A

,For example, 613 = 0 and 611 = 1.

Using the Kronecker-6, we may rewrite Equation (2.2)

in the shorter form

(2.4) ..--ei-ei = 6ii.

Recall that for any two vectors

3 34
A = E A.e. and B = B4e.i=11 1

, -

*Read "Kronecker -delta." 7 2,
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tie scalar product is given by

3
.

(2.5), A13 = 1 A.B..
i=1 \

- - ,
'We..may,lsoexpres'S AB in termstof the',Kromicker-d:

11.

applying basic propertiOs, we f.irst-find

= i 1 A.;. 4.11 [ 5.tBiej

3- 3

=. 1 1- A.B.(e.;.),
. 3 3, 1=1 3=

S. .

Then Using Equation (2,4)we obtain

.; '3 3
AB = 1' y A.B.d. .

1 =1 1 3 II

° .Exercises

1. Show thai for any we have
$

'(2,7)'
j11

.4, (This equation, aithoUgh very easy to establialb is numbered for
,.-

reference, later on.) ° .

.

2.. a. Use the defining railtion (2.3) ro verify that for i = 1,2,3
: ....

--we have B
i
= Bldg + B

2
d
i2.

* B
3
d
13'

c-

..

s

.
...-.

.

b: Substitute the expession for Bi in part (a) into Equation,
-

. , (2.5) to obtain an alternate derivation of Equation\(2.6).,..- u,

,

et
,

5., Pt RMUTATIONS

6
We recall briefly some basic concepts associated

with permutations. These eas will then be used to
define the fundament -concept of this module, the Levi ->
Civita tensor.

P4

1

9 ,

a

3 4f

. t

''''''"111111

A permutation of the,integers 1,2,...,n is ai

arrangement (or ordering) of these numbbrs. A permuta-
tion may be regarded mathematically as a one-to-we

,function of the set {1,,...,n} onto itself. In

describing a permutation, we usually omit all commas

,separaV,pg the integers, and simply write them in the

order 4..jthe,arrangement.- Thus.,..for n 3 thefe are six
possible permutations:

123, 231, 312, 213, 321, 132:*

'The permutations 123, 231, 312 are called avail-

permutations, while 213, 321, 132 are called odd permuta-
..,tions. Thes'e.names are. associated with the number df

pairwise exchanges needed to obtain'the given permutation

. from the natural ordering 123. For example, 231 can be

obtained from 123 by two exchanges: first exchange i.

and,2 to obtain 213, thenexchange 1 and 3 to obtain 231. '\

'Il* exchanges may be represented ag follows:

'-"-F

' 1, 2 3 -Y. 2 1 3 2 3 1.
F./

Since 231 can be obtained from 123 by two exchenges and

two is,an even number, we call 231 an even perdutation.
.1).

In a similar way we may illustrate that 312 is an
even permutation

. .,

s-
,

..

-.1 2 3 *'-> 1 32 .4. 3'12.

:

h..., .r.-..,

There .Are two interchanges involved, so-312:is.oven/;.,,The.

permutation 123 is even because the number of exchanges

required to obtain 123 fiom 123` is zero, and zero is. an

even number.,

The odd permutations can be descrkbedin a similar
way: - .

*Read "one-two-three, two-three-one, three-one-two," etc.

o.

.

9
.
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O
. -1 2- 3 -0 1 3, 2

1 2 3

1 2

Or

2 3

3 -+ -2 1 3 -0 2 3,

1 2 3' -0 3 2 1.
. ,

4.

.

p

2

(1 exchange).

(1 excliande)

exchanges)

- .
(1 exchange)

\AA easy way to determine whether a given permutation
:is even or odd.ls to write. out the periutation and-then

write'the' natural arrangementdirectly below Thep
con ci Correspopding numbers in these two arrangements

h line segments, and count the number of Ntersections
between pairs of these segments; if this number is even,
then the gam perMutation is even; otherwise it is odd.
(Se Figure 1.) The reasons

ythis schemeis valid is that
%each pairwise exchange corresponds to an intersection of
qo of the lines.

2 1 \
1+ 11 1

A

likkersections; Three Intersections;
231 Weven. 321 is odd.

-

Figure 1. A geometric scheme for etermining,yhethey a
given permutation is even or odd. (B 'careful! The inter-
sections in (b) could all, occur at one oint--remember,ve
are counting intersections of 'pairs of nes.)

Exercises r

3. Determine, whether the pelMutatIon 4231 of the

even or odd by:

O. counting incageka;
,

b. using intersections of, lines . (the scheme depict =d in

Figure 1).

00
p

tegers 1,2,3,4'is

o.
°

4. THE LEVI-CIVITA TENSOR

We are now in a poO.tion to present

tensor.
-concept of this module, the, Levi-Civita This. .

tensor is a function of three indices i,j,* which is

relatedttqrthe vector (or cross) product in much the -same

way as. the KroneyKer-d is a function of two indices i,j
14shichjs related to the scalar product.

,
The vector,product relations among the basis vectors

4. 14 4
e e

2'
e
3

are given by:..`

,
.?

.

r-I.. i . . _. .ea X el .= 0, e2 X e2 = 0, e., x et .- u,
-'. -I i

...

-0 -0 ...

x.e2 =,e3, ,e,
L
x J =ei, s3.x

-0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0el- -e3, e3: e2 -el, e
1

x e
3

= .

2
.

carefurexamination.of the relations in (4.1) reveals

some Datterns that turn out to be 'host Useful. in the8 ,
firs line, the4ewo indicesaha\t appear idanyene of the
thr-'ee equations are identical4G.In.the seleond line', the
indices are arranged 123, 231,*3r2 in the three equations;
in the third line they are arranged 213, 321, 13'2. These
observations lead, to a formulation of the Levi-Ciltita

tensor* which is. the function of th-fee indices
defined by %

0, iftwa or

(4.2).,
j k

= 1, if ijk is

-11, if ijk is an odd

o.

marisofOe indices i, j, k

an even permutation of 7%23;

permutation of 123.

_71`oFor example,
ell 3

0,
. . ,

c = . -1.,,t c -1.
2 1 5 -. 1 3 2

=
I ,

'
.

c333
0. E

125

.10,

are equal;

1, c231 1,;

*Strictly speaking,'what we define here is a tensor component.
The Levi-Civata tensor is a collection,of these components, just as
a vector is a collection of its components. However, we shall use
the term "tenser" instead of "tendor component" for simplicity. .

6
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Using the,,Levi-CiVita tensor,.we may summarize-all

-the reletionts ie(4.1)dn a single 'equation:
.

'3 ;If (4.'3) ,for = 1,2,3.
1,

Weriges .
4.'",,ubstitute the valuesJi2,3 flr4 i,j in 'Equation (4.3) to obtain

the nine relations in

5. Show that for any given i,j,k we have
. .

(4.44.4.. Eijk m ekij = ejki;

(4.5) eikj.= ekji = ejik eijk.

Recall that in Section 2 we obtained the expression

4 4 3 3
AB = E A.B.6 .

i=1 j=1 3 13

forthescalarproductintermsof6ij .ln,a similar
way, we can express the vector product in terms of

,applying basic properties, we first find

.

Then

4
A x = 11.13j.1 3 3

4.

...E
, 1=1 j=-.1.1 1

using Equation 4.3) we obtain

3 3 3
A x = 1 k

iff1 j=1 k=1 J
r%

Ejjk

,Eicercises. ..,
..

-s 4 4 4. 4. 4. , 4 4
6. :Forthevectors-A 2ej. , e2;+. 3e3, B `.; 3fti A- 4e2 4. e3, ,substi,.

.:-
. e .tute the appropriate values into Equation (4.6) and simplify..

Check your result by using another method (such as representStion
-4- ',, ...., 4 , .i. ,by a determinant) to find A x11:-1/ -..

. .

re

12 .1"

5, A USEFUL NOTATIONAL CONVENTION

At thisdeiint.we introduce a convention to simplify

our ..mettiematical-writinf. The reason for this devi4e is

to r(612.1ce the number of summation symbdls we!mtst write,

(Just:look..At Equation _(4.6)!)

We

Ample
we

first note that in several equations above, for

(2.6), (4.3) and (4.6), the indices over which

.e., the dummy indi,ces) appear twice. ,.We adopt

the ,coq entiOn that whenever an index. appears exactly

twice expresiolf, It will be a dummy index, and, we

must sum on this index over the appropri*e values,. %For

three- dimensional vector4 the appropria,te range of values

is from 1 to 3.

',

1-1

Example 1. To intereref.the'notation A..13 b.3 , we. dote

that the subscript j appears exactly twice, so under our

zonvention we have

. A'3 ..b3 . A A1 b + A. b2
1 1 2 2

A

That we sum on j over the rang
notation Aikbk has the same meaning:

A. b = A. b + A. b + A. b,ik k 11 1. i2 2 13 ,

dnly7,:cfke index of summation is changed, not the sum

1 to 3: The

itself.

* Example 2. We may rewrite,several results
7

text above in muchshorter ftrm::',Equations

S'4'.3) and' (4.6)' become, respectively,

4, .

(5.1) A:B:7

4,1-*

(5.2) AB = A.13
'

6 %13'

-5

;

A x B =: B ijkk

%

front th9

(2:5), '(2.6),

13
8
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The final relation in Example 2 may also be given by 6. RELATION BETWEEN THE KRONECKER-SAND
-"' specifying the kth component of A x B: THE LEVI-CIVITA TENSOR

s(S.S) a xib = A.B.c..'.
k ) rjk . '' ''''' .C._ .

.%

.' By checking directly in the definition of the Levi-.,. .

The next exercises check skills'andpresent results-

that are'necessary in the remainder'of this modUle.

Make-ftifethat you understand these exercises clearly,

before going on; irnedessary, refer to the solutions in

Section 11.

.

Civita tensor, Equation

i3j,k = 1,2,3 we

(4.2), we

have

6.
sit11 12 6i3

6. .6. 6.
)1 j2 )3-

6
kl

6
k2

'6
k3

= j, then*ciik

can

'

=

establish that

6i1 6j1 6kl
.

6. 6. 6
12 )2 k2

6. 6. 6
13 )3 6k3

0, and both determi-

for

(6.1) ijk

--c

For example, if i

Exercises

:1A
7. Verify the following, relations:

.

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)

Ajij t

Bi (Sit z:2.1;

lj = 1;

. dijcSji = sii = 3;

sijsjk ,diR Wand Z are arbitrary but fixed; in par
ticular,'they may have the same value).

.

nants in Equation

because two

columns are
a' .

.e iik = k, and

equal one,:gince
'-1

\..

...)

(-6.2),"--0

(6.1)

rows-are

identical.

both.determinants

both

1 0

.
1 0

0
i0

1

also equal zero, the first

identical, the second because two

If i = 1, j = 2, k = 3, then

in Equation (6.1) also
e .,..

reduce to

'

O

8. Show that'the ith component of B x C is:
Finally, an even permutation of the indices corresponds

(5.11) (3xC) i=BCck .

A *to an eVen permutation of the:rows (columns) of the

9. Prove the following relations: determinant (6.2), so in this case both si0os of (6.1)
equal one;\and'anoddyermutation of the indices cor-:
responds to, an odd. permutdtion of the rows (columns) of

(6.2), so in this case,bota..sideS of (6.1) eqbal -1,

For example,
.

1 Q 0

b.

for scalar triple products we have

(5.12) A. (B x Cf =ABCEk ijk'

for vector triple .products we have

-
lAx.(BxC)) =ABCt e

i Mat'
(5.13)

1

9

0 0 1I,

0 1 0

since both Sides.-equal*-1.. Thus, we have established

Equation (6.1).

10



Ne we derive a second, and very important, rela-

tion be n the XropeCker-6 and,the Levi-Civita tensor.

Fo;r,j,k,k,m = ,1,2,3 we have
0 _

(6'3) eijkeitm .6jekm 6jmfict"

For example,

ei23ei32 e.123e1.32 6'223°232 e323332 -1,'

and

Expanding this Aeterminant and simplYfying (see Exercise
10) we obtain the desired Equation (6.3).

0

Exercises
-s:

10. Eipand the determinant in Equation (6.5), and simplify using

Equations (2.7) and (5.10), to obtain thg righthand side of
Equation (6.3):

11. For the following sets of values of j,k,k,m, verify Equation
6 23632 r' 6 22t33 = :1,

(6.3) by direct - substitution:

which verified'Equation (6.0 for the values = k = 3:
= 3, m,= 2.

,

establish. To iEquation,(6.3),

and (2.7) to obta-in

4
4

apply E4uAtions46.1)*

6i1 6i2 6i3 61i 61i 61m

(6,4)
eijkeitm ."5 jj1 62 6j3 62i 622. 62m

4
kl k2 k3 63i 63Z 63m

.74
44.1te the determinant of the product of two square
;.t-

IcAtmatrices equals the product of theIdgterminants, we can
find.the.Pro.duct in Equation (6.4)-by peifotmirig

'\multip.licittion. Since

+\6-'6 + 6 6'12 2i i3 3i

by Equation (5:9), and

.-"to arbitrary bbt fixed

(6.5). , ciiiceilm =

1 E;

sinkgwe slay

ind/4eS, we

a matrix

apply Equation

haVe

a. 1,1,2,3;

b. 1,2,1,2;

c. .1,3,2,1;

d. 1,1,1,1:

411

12. Prove that for k,m = 1,2,3 We We eijkejm = 26101.

7. IDENTITIES 1e4CTOR ALGEBRA

We first apply Equation (6.1) to prove a well-known
identity for scalar triple products. Study the proof
carefully!' Remember, the use of the-Levi-Civita tensor
in proving identities is the main theme of this module:
The identity.4ye prove is:

3

31

.

6.

6.Jt
6

dimim

djm

6
km

7

r

(7.1)

Ai0
Al- /4!

A.(B x C) = B1 B2 B3:

'7



Proof:

*

A (B x C) . A BjCketjk (Equation (5.12))

6
i1

6
12

6
13

AiBj Ck 6
j1

6
j2

6
j3

(Equation (6.1))

6
kl

6
k2

6
k3

A
i
6
i1

Al6
12

ti

A
i
6
13

(Multiplication of
B 6 B 6 B 6 determinants byj j1 j j2 j j3

constants)

Ck6k1 Ck6k2 Ck6k3

a
Al

A
2

(Equation (5.7),
B1 B

2 ;3
applied also to
A
i
and C

k
)

.q, . C2 C
3

As a corollary of'the proof, we obtain a formula for

.a 3*x 3 determinant in terms of the Levi-Civita tensor:

Al A2 A3

.(.7.2) p2 )33, AiRicxeijk,

C
1

C

,

Equation (6.30s:the Isey,formula in provinrm-WHY'r:,,\

iie'ii4t#00he utility of this eqdation--

by proving the fallowing well-known-identity for vector
tripe products: .

,"

3 '4' '4' 4" +
x,(B x " CA*CD3 - (A- B)C.,

Nre

(

p

*4

1011 13

We show that the ith components of both sides of EquaAon (7.8)

agree:

[Ax (BxC)]i eki eumA jB2,Cm ,(Equations (5.13) and (A.4))
,

= (6 6 - 6 6 )A B
it jm im 12, j

C
m

=ACB - A.B C
i 1

4 4
(16B Ck.B)C (Equation (2:5))

Since the corresponding components agree, the vectors on both

sides of Equation (7.3) must be equal.

(Equation (6.3))

(Sum over R and
-
m)

Exercises

13. Prove the vector identity:

.. 4 4. .. 4 .. 4 4
(A x B) (C I)) = (A-C)(B.D) - (A.D)(B-C)."'

8. IDENTITIES IN VECTOk FIELDS

First, we shall introduce some useful notation. For

coordinate variables we shall use x1,x2,x3.: instead of

4or example, a function u will be denoted by

u(xi,x2,x3), and the partial derivative with respect to

thefirstvariabletx1byDu/Dx..In addition,-the dif-
ferential operetof D/Dxi will be denoted by Di. For

example, *if we have three functions ul,u2,u3, then we

useD
2
u
3 to denote Du

3
/Dx

2'
In this notational.

system, the cur1104 a vector.fteld u= uie4 is given by

4 4 4
e
2

e
3

1.9
14



Thd 1th Component of V x u is given by

(//.xti)i
cijOjukv

(Compare with Equation (5.11)1)

(8.2')

4

,Exercises
%

14. 'With V
2

defined, as usual; by V20 = INVO), show that V
2 = a.a .

. \ , - -1

We sh'll prove several vector field identities that c- .

are used extensively in- applications. For vector fields.. -. ..

u,v we have
y.

V (ux ) = 5,*r (V x ) - (V ) ;

(8.4) V x (V x V(Vii) - V2ii;

(
(8.5); V' (Vx ii) = 0: ;°

-.... . .
Study these proofs carefully---thty are importaii;t. inA

''' -reaching our main objectives,- i.

. -
1

'Errof of Equation (8. 3)

(u x a cu xu)

cijk(sivvk +cijkul(al,k)

Ej;kuj (aivk

= -(y it),,91c:,-!uj x;)

(3 X. ) 9,e. u(V x v)

Proof of Equation (8.4):

EV x i C ijkaj(%Rmatum).

C ijicElam( ajazum)

= (6
it

odic* - dim
R) j Rum

= ai(ajuj) - ajajui

--"4
= 31..s(V.u) - V

2
ui.

,Equation (8.4) now follows, since corresponding components from
both sides agree.

,(Equatlin (8.2),?\4_
applied twiee)

st

Proo., of 'Equation (8.5):

(V x-1';) i(E ijk3juk)

= Eij
k

a
juk

Hence,

(a a
J

= a
J

a
1
).

jikaiajuk (Rename 'the dummy' ind1J 1J)

= -E aiajuk

V x = 0.

4'

.
Exercises

Prove ,tbe vector field identity
4,

V x (4u) = 4)(Vxu) (V4) X u

where 4) is a a.calar 4unction'ofx1' x2, x3.

21
16
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9,' THE LEVI-CIVITA TENSOR IN FOUR DIMENSIONS . b. e e = 2(d d - d );KpyX a0yX Ka pp KP Pa

We conclude our' study with a brief indication of the
extension of the Levi-Civita tensor-to four dimensions.

The definition of,the "four-diiensional Levi-Civita
tettsor" is straightforward: for a,B,y:r = 1,2,3,4', the

tensor component is

r.
0,, if two or' more of the lindicesare equal;

(9.1) '-c
cifir

=4 1, if nayi is an,even permutation of {1,2,3,4};-

-1; 0 a0yr is an odd permutation of {1,2,3,4}.

(It is customary. to use Greek letters-as indices-for

four-dimensional quantities.)

Exercises

16. Use Equation (9.1) o
41%

a.
£2143'

b. E
3142'

c. £4321'
.

.2

c. e ,e = 66 1KpyA apyX Ka-

d. e
a6yd

e
adyd

= 24. =

We close with an indication of
.
how to extend the ,

definition o the vector product to four dimensions.' For,

t
* * *

vectors A, B. C, the "vector product" is the vector D

which is given by:
- *

(9.2) D = A B.0 . 1a P Y 'e apyr "t"

where f1, f
2'

f
3'

f
4 .are the usual basis vectors, and,

the appropriate range of summation,for repeated indices
is from 1 to,4. .

'Exercises
a.

.4.

19. Show that the vector D in Equation (9.2) is orthogonal to A,

i.e., show that Al) = 0.

17. srw That the four-dimensional

expressed in dpterminant

5

,O0

a0yr

*

(You may wish to

Levi-Civita

form, as follows:

d
al

6
a2 .

6
a3

6
a4

a

d -6 6 6
81 82 -03 04

6
Y

6
Y2

- 6 Y3 d
Y4

Tl r2
6
r3

6
r4

review the discussion

tensor may be

\

"'following

'1.
-

immediately following 2.

10. MODEL EXAM

Use the Levi-Civita tensor tech'hique in solving the
problems.

Prove the vector identities:
* * * * *

a. A' (B x4C) = (A x B); C;

* - * -r -r
b. (A >.c B) x C =,(AC)B (BC)A.i

4.

Prove the vector field identities:

Equation ,(6.1).)
- ,

18. igtabliSh the following, relations:

'.kpvicafiy,A. 7 (616606vy 4"106ily6va 6Ky6pa6v0)
" s- , :

(& 6 -6 + 6 .6 6- + 6 6 .6 );
'Ka py )5),15 Ka Ky pp va

--"17

a.

b.

x v4, 40';

- !

V x (u x ) = (V ) - V . ) -4-4; ( V ) - ( V ) -4 .

23
lfi



11. ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS TO EXERCISES-V

1. Use Equation (2.$):

ail .6ij

(i.e., the definition is symmetric in i and j).

a. ' B611 + B2612 + B3613 7 B11 + B20 +

b.

Similar calculation applies for i = 2,3.

4 4
AB 33C

3 , 3
1 Ai 1 ar5ii 4. - Aiyii.

3. a. Odd; 5 hanges.

b. 4

3-.. 4
el x el = ellkek

k=1

3

el
x
e2

E e
12k

4k Oe
. k=1

B1' and a

There are 5 intersections; thie%aleme
also shows the permutation odd.

+ 01.4

4

+.0e3

.+ le
3

=
#
0;

4
3

e '
the remaining parts are similar.

5. If ijk is an even perMutation of {1,2,3), then kij and jki are'.
also even,' and ikj, kji and jik are all odd; hence in this
case we_have all terms equal to rin (4.4) and -1 in (4.5).
If ijk is odd,, then each term in (4.4) equals land each in
(4.5) equals -1.
4 4 4 ,A xB = -13e1 + 7e

2 +.11e3.

Ai611 = A1611 +.A2621 + A3631 = Al, and the result is
similar for j = 2,3.

.24

401602-

woo

Equation (5j\ean be obtained in a similar way.
A

61i 6i1 611611 + 612621 + 613631 1.

6 6 = 6' 6 + 6 6 + 6 6 = 3ij ji 11 11 22 22 33 33
(all other terms equal zero.

4
6
1)

6
)1 1,= 1 as already shown;

611612 + 612622 + 613632 0, and 612 = 0.12

the remaining cases are similar.

8., By Equation-(5.5), with A replaced by B, B by C, k rj,
j by k, we lave

(13 x C)
BiCkcjki.

Now apply Equation (4.4).

9. a. Apply Equations (5.1) and (5.11).

b. Apply Equation (5,5) twice appropriate 'replacements'4 4 0for A,B andothe indAes).

10. Expand the determinant/ to obtailh

3(6 6 km -6,jm kit6 )- (6 k .m6 j 6 1Z jm kl-6 6 '4 2.) (6;t6ki6i
Now, apply Equation (5.10).

11. Both sides of Equation (6.3) reduce to the values: .

a,. 0;

b. .1;

c. 0;

d. 0.

12.. Sum the eft side to- obtain .

'41.1kijm

ti

a.

-
. -

-
-

_ --<"
- -
If k thgn-6:0cEf,y_ two of_ these r19 -.3---.- -
k 0-m, f l e 1 0 1 ). . / t e r m s equal zero.- Thus' --atim equal 4

:...:.%- ? . .-
. . . -..



14.

4- :it 4- : -1- - -t(A (C cD)' (4)(3) (C xp)

1" V

P.AB ek ijki 2. in ikra

= A B D(6 - 6j k Lin jt km. jm6
k2d.

(A C 6 )(B D 6 ) - (A 6 )(Bjijk ,kmkm jmjm,k
4 4 4 4 4 4

(h%e) (B .1)) = (h.B) (41.C).

v20 aivoi from

. that 7. ai a ., -:-.1..

15. (V..,:x iti)i_ ...eii" ka3 (4)i, -

., 7 eijkaj(411)

CijfklaCA, + (ukajOI

+(eijkajlik) tijkukaj

UtglixA1-i +_1((74) x11.1.1.

b

which it follows

'Ibe'clesired result follow,s, since the ith coordinates of both
sideseagree.

a. 0;
r

/f-"sny twu-indices are ,equal, then two rows, of 'the determinant
are ;441fantica/, hence, in ibis. .case-both- "zero :...; Next,

-

.c
1234..

1' -0- 0 ;13.
."

o 0 -.9
o- A

c
KuvA ci8yA

=4

K1 6K2 6K3i:6K4

64 6 6
3 .1A

6v1 6v2'66" 6V4

6 .6 6 6Al A2 X3 X4

a- 6 6 . 8Ka Ks Ky KA

6
Pa

6p6 6
PY

6
PA

6 6 6
_.6va v$ vy vA

AA- 6

6Ka"' 6K8

6. 6
Pa PO

6va 6v 6
t3 vy

y. 6
Ay

Ka
6
Ky-

6- 6 6."-"'
Pa PY

6 6 6va vy vA

.

6 6 6la 1I3 1A

6 6. 62a 2y .2X

'6 6 6 63a 3(3 3y 3A

6 6 6 64a 4y 4A

1c

6
Ka 60 6

KA

6' 6 6
Pa PO PA

6.vq. v¢ vX

a

The.second term -.expands to

- (6 6 6.___45-6 6 ,6 + 6 6Km.03, Kp ya KA Ala vn

6' 6 vi3 - v6'
i3
-4,--t.64.` 6

..tind an -even petanktation of 1234 coitisponds, to an even Tiermuta-
tion _of the yhich. yields, +1 on both sides:in tbte case.

Sisigarly,;:td.edd.. peimutation.pf- 1234 leads ,to*-1 on botb_lides.
,Herice eiliniti.ty, is 'obtained cases.

,

6kas 6KB SKr

6 6 6

6wa Cf1 dvy

6 6 6'
Ky KX

vA

Air

-"Thtis,,the first two terms of the 'expansion reduce 'to:

P
'1st

27



-

'

6
KU

3 6
Pa

va

6 ,
Kp

6
110

6V

6
KY

6.
PY

6
vy

a

1. a.

12. ANSWERS TO MODEL EXAM

.
A(3,x C) = Ai(B x C)i = Ai (BiCkei ik)

= (A iBjcijk)Ck = (A xB) C
k k

The last two terms alsodreduce to the negative of the same
-1 4. '.r

determinant, and, the indicated subtraction yields the b. [(A x B) x sj = x B) icie

desired result.

= (Alp meiba)Cjcijk
b. Usethe result of part a,. taking care to sum correctly,

to obtain:

e c = (46 6
11

+ 6 6 + 6 6- )
tsKpyA aayx Ka 0 KO pa ua

- (6 6 +46 6 + 6 6 )K4 110 KO Pa pa Ka

\
= 2(6

Ka
6
PO

- 6
KP
6 ).
PM

c. .Use the result -oilrart b:

c
KOy A

c
aOyA

= 2(46
Ka

- 6'Ka ) = 66
KU

.

d. Use the result of part c:

e
K0.0

c
aeyA

= 6.4 = "24.

'4.
19. A .1)"= °

=ArAaBoCyecto,y,T

This form can be

thedeterminant

Ai Ai A3 A4

'',AZ A3

C

recognized immediately as the expansion of'

-1 2 3

along .the second- row.

areoly

-

/
= A 2B

mCjcijkcitm

= A
.4,

BmCj (6
jk6km - 6 j'm 6 )

0 ,

= (AkCi6jk)Bm6km - (BmCidira)AkOkt

4. 4
= (AC)Bk - .(11C)Ak

[(AC)B (BC)Aik

+
Thits, x B) (A:C)B (13C)A.

2. a. (ri)(4)i = ciik3j(94)k = ciik3j3k(p. Since c
ijk

= -c
ikj' f

1

and since 3
j k

=
k j' we see that for every'nonzero term

in the sum, the negative of tfiat'term also appears. Hence,

the sum is zero.

.4.

b. IV X (o x v4-) =E ik3; (ektietym)&

ckiickkmaj(ukvm)

= (Sik(Sim 6fm71,)(Okym + vm3juk)

= 60,-6imukym - 6imojiu23ivm

+...6116j2;11vmajuk-- dimoikvm3jut"

= 04)ui - (V -a)vi + (;V)ui

° after the indicated sums areperformed: - Since correspond-
.

The determinant is zero, since, tworows ing coordinates agree, the two sides of the desired
23 'equation must be equal.

24',2i)'

a.

cs



STUDENT FORM 1

Request for Help

Return to ::
EDC/UMA:P

55 Chapel St.
Newton, MA 02160

Student: If iyou have trouble with a specific part of this unit, please fill
Out this form and take it to your instructor for assistance. The information
you give bill help the author to revise the unit.

Yotir Name

Page

C) Upper

°Middle

C) Lower

OR
Section

Paragraph

Description of Difficulty: (Please be specific)

OR

Unlit. No.

Model Exam
14 Problem No.

Text
Problem No.

Instructor: Please indicate your resolution of the difficulty in this box.

49

Corrected errors in materials. List corrections here:

Gave student better explanation, example, or procedure than in unit.
Give brief putline-of_your -addition here:

Assisted student in acquiring' general, learning and problem-solving
skills (not using examples from this.unit.)

30

Instructor's Signature

Please use reverie if necessary.



Return to:, .
STUDENT FORM 2 EDC/UMAP

Unit Questionnaire
55 Chapel St.
Newton, MA 02160

Name Unit Not Date

Institution Couide No.

- Check the choice for each question that comes closest to your personal opiniori.

1. How useful was the amount of detail in the unit?

Not enough detail to understand the unit -

Unit would' Lye been clearer with more detail
Appropriate amount of detail *13

,

Unit was occasionally too detailed, but this was not distracting
Too much detail;.I was often distracted t

,2. How helPful were the problem'answers?
4

Sample solutions were too brief; I could,not do the intermediate steps
Sufficient information was given to solve the problems
Sample solutions were'too detailed; I didn't need them

3. Except for fulfilling.the'prerequisites, how much did you use other sources (for
example, instructor, friendsL or other books) in order to understand the unit?

,.

A Lot Somewhat
........._

A Little Not at all
.

.,

; -.

. . ,

4. How long was this unit-in comparison to the amount of time you generally spend on
&lesson (lecture and homework assignment) in a typical math-or science course?

Much , Somewhat About Somewhat

Longer Longer the Same Shorter Shorter

5. Were any of the following-parts-Bf-theuntt confjing or distracting? (Check

as many as apply.)
-

,Prerequisites .

Stateient of skills and concepts (objectives), JParagraph headings
Examples- .

.

___ \.__ Special Asq1 stance_Supplement2if_present)_____
\ Other, please explain

\ ...
- ,

6. Were'any of the following parts of the uni particularly helpful? (Check as many

as apply.) .
4 .

.Prerequisites
---Statement of skills and concepts (objectives)
.7-Examples ' 7-*

Problems
Paragraph headitgs

. Table of Contents
---7special Assistance Supplement (if present)

--Other, please 'explain , .:,,--

r. *

Please deicribe anything in the unit that you did not-particularly like.

0 Pleased describe anything th t:VOu:particularly helpful. (Please use the back of

this sheet:if you more

31


